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			Concerned about your smile but not ready to book a consultation?
			Take Our Smile Test
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                                We can help reshape, refine, and enhance your nose with non-surgical rhinoplasty.

What is non-surgical rhinoplasty?

Non-surgical rhinoplasty is also sometimes referred to as the fifteen-minute nose job because of how swift the treatment is. It’s a minimally-invasive treatment with very little downtime that can help transform and enhance the shape of your nose.

Using hyaluronic acid, non-surgical rhinoplasty doesn’t require general anaesthetic, produces immediate results, and doesn’t require an extended period of recovery. You’ll be able to leave the practice looking better than ever thanks to this fast-acting, minimally-invasive treatment.

What is the treatment like?

After an initial consultation with us, you’ll return to the practice for the treatment whereupon we’ll administer a topical anaesthetic. This is to ensure you don’t feel any pain or discomfort while receiving the treatment. Dermal filler will then be applied in very small amounts into exact locations on the face, which will then be massaged and manipulated into the desired shape.

How long do the results last?

Most patients report the results of their non-surgical rhinoplasty lasting for roughly 12 months.

What happens after the treatment?

The results of a non-surgical rhinoplasty are immediate and you’ll be able to see the difference before you even leave the practice. We will go through all your after-care needs with you, but we would advise avoiding touching the treated area – including to apply makeup – for up to six hours after the treatment. This is to try and prevent infection.
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								“A very positive experience - I was a nervous patient in a lot of pain and the dentist put me at my…”

								Mary Jayne Killick - Google Review

								View all Reviews
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								“Excellent dental clinic - lovely surroundings and staff are friendly and professional, always a pleasure to visit. Very happy with the work…”

								Sandra Laja - Google Review

								View all Reviews
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								“Lovely dentist with lovely staff”

								Frederika Yockney - Google Review

								View all Reviews
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								“Really pleased with my experience at Harley Private Dental - a very professional and friendly service - in beautiful surroundings. Makes going…”

								Sarah Riley - Google Review

								View all Reviews
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								“Complete smile transformation that looks completely natural. Couldn’t be happier with the end result and the process to get here was enjoyable.…”

								Scarlett Strickland - Google Review

								View all Reviews
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								“I highly recommend Harley private dental very satisfied customer well worth the visit”

								Pauline Squillino - Google Review

								View all Reviews
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								“Great service, made the experience positive one, had Invisalign treatment, was fast, efficient and always friendly. Would recommend. Fantastic results.”

								Lauren Cork - Google Review

								View all Reviews
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								“GRATEFULNESS to you for being so very humble during my check up routine I’m happy knowing you are knowledgeable and being an…”

								Kalbinder Gossal - Google Review

								View all Reviews
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								“I can’t rate the guys at Harley highly enough. I received a highly professional service delivered with care and my best interests…”

								Daniel Fox - Google Review

								View all Reviews
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								“I had an amazing experience at this dental clinic. The staff were friendly and welcoming. The dentist I saw was extremely knowledgeable…”

								Elham Eats - Google Review

								View all Reviews
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								“Great service, warm and welcoming staff. One of the best experiences I have ever had with dental care, guaranteed to leave with…”

								Mujdah A - Google Review

								View all Reviews
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								“I had a great experience at this practice. My dentist Ehsan was absolutely brilliant. Reasonable prices as well. Overall service - top…”

								Syed muatar maknoon andrabi - Google Review

								View all Reviews
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								“Fantastic Experience. Get the perfect bright sparkling smile & see the light it brings to your life! Must Visit, Amazing staff and…”

								Adil kaji - Google Review

								View all Reviews
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								“Had my first checkup today, impressed with the service. Will definitely be returning here.”

								Janees Rafiq - Google Review

								View all Reviews
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								“The staff are amazing and the service is second to non. I have seen the hygienist who was very attentive and very…”

								Dean Krause - Google Review

								View all Reviews
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